
Bob’s Your Uncle
Happy whales & hot donuts! 

Lotta Jansdotter 
Monochrome melamine collection.

Thomaspaul
Bowls, bowls and more bowls...

Russel Wright
The Martha Stewart of his day?
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What do these 4 names 
have in common?
Bob isn’t an actual person; Thomas 
is a contemporary New York City-
based designer; Lotta? A Swedish 
trend-setter inspired by her 
Scandinavian roots; And Russel, an 
inspirational design icon from the 
fifties. The common thread running 
through these four distinct brands 
(aside from the fact that they are all 
distributed by Bob’s Your Uncle) is 
that each of them design with eye-
catching boldness. On the following 
pages you will find a wide range of 
unique and gift-able products. New 
pieces from Bob’s Your Uncle include 
melamine trays, notebooks, list 
pads and a new puzzle. Thomaspaul 
has added new shapes to existing 
collections: bowls, vessels and 
oversize trays. And Lotta Jansdotter 
introduces a brand new range 
of melamine in a sophisticated 
monochromatic color scheme.

MICHELE YEELES

Dodo Alphabet Tray by Thomaspaul. 
Mail Pouch Tray, part of Vice Quad and 
Lines, Dots or Squares notebooks all by 
Bob’s Your Uncle.
Pot Holder by Lotta Jansdotter.
Russel Wright Residential Collection.

Bob,
Thomas,
Lotta &
Russel.
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55 64Covered dish in lemon, part of the Russel Wright 
Residential Collection, page 70.
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BOB’S
YOUR
UNCLE

Bob’s Your Uncle is a Boston based 
company founded by Michele and 
Martin Yeeles in 2001. Originally 
from England, they moved to the 
states in 1993 “just for a year or two” 
and have been in Boston ever since. 
Martin is a graphic designer, Michele 
a former shoe-designer.

“Bob’s your uncle” is a British 
expression used to indicate that a 
given task is very simple. Possibly 
inspired by Victorian Prime Minister, 
Robert Cecil, who appointed his 
nephew to a ministerial post, 
therefore to have Bob as your uncle 
was a guarantee of success.

A Boston to Austin, Texas road-
trip last Spring yielded two new 
classic road-side signs: The All 
You Can Eat Happy Whale, and 
Hot Donuts Daily. Both feature 
on melamine serving trays. We 
are also introducing list pads, 
notebooks, recipe cards and a 
handful of greeting cards. All 
new items are marked within the 
descriptions as new.The illustrated image for this apron is derived from a 

photograph taken on a cross-country road trip. This 
24 hour diner was in Amarillo, Texas.

Steaks BBQ apron by Bob’s Your Uncle, details page 9.
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Textiles

Dry Cleaner Dish Towels LN01
Set of two cotton dish towels for drying 
clean dishes. Features photographs 
of vintage roadside signs. Each towel 
measures 17” x 20”. Made in India.

Textiles

Pit Cooked BBQ Apron new LN03
100% natural cotton apron featuring 

an illustrated image of a vintage 
roadside sign. Made in India.

Let’s Eat Tote new LN06
Lee’s Farm Tote new LN07
100% natural cotton tote featuring an 
illustrated image of a vintage roadside 
sign. 15” x 12” x 5.5” with two interior 
pockets. Made in India. 

Lee’s Farm Tea Towel new LN05
Let’s Eat Tea Towel new LN04
100% natural cotton tea towel featuring 
an illustrated image of a vintage road-
side sign. 18” x 25”. Made in India.

Steaks BBQ Apron new LN02
100% natural cotton apron featuring 

an illustrated image of a vintage 
roadside sign. Made in India.
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Vice Quad new MLS24
Nesting set of four melamine trays featuring 
images of vintage signs. Trays measure 11.25” 
x 8”, 9.75” x 6.75”, 8” x 5.5”, 6.5” x 4.5”.
Packaged in a kraft box with a belly band.

Oil Tray MLS14
Melamine tray featuring a photograph of a vintage sign in Rialto, CA. 
Tray measures 9.75” x 6.75”.  

Farm Tray MLS13
Melamine tray featuring a photograph of a vintage sign Wayland, MA. 
Tray measures 13” x 9”. 

Melamine Melamine

Hot Donuts Tray new MLS27
Melamine tray featuring an illustrated image of a 
vintage sign in Queensborough, Louisiana. Tray 
measures 13” x 9”.

All You Can Eat Happy Whale 
Tray new MLS29
Melamine tray featuring an 
illustrated image of a vintage sign 
in Wildwood, New Jersey. Tray 
measures 14.5” x 11.75”.

Liquor Tray new MLS28
Melamine tray featuring an illustrated image of a 
vintage sign in Culver City, California. Tray measures 
13” x 9”.

A-Z Monogram Coasters MLS19 (A-Z)
Set of twenty-six melamine coasters, 4.5” diameter. 
Individual letters may also be ordered in multiples  
of two.

Signs Tray Set MLS20
A boxed set of four melamine trays, 8” x 5.5”, featuring 
black and white images of vintage signs. Packaged in a 
kraft box.
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Pointing Tray MLS26
Melamine tray featuring a 
photograph of a hand-painted 
roadside sign on Highway 101, 
CA. Tray measures 13” x 9”. 

Color TV Tray MLS18
Tray with cut-away handles, 
featuring a photograph of a 
vintage sign in Tucumcari, NM. 
Tray measures 16.5”x 11”, with 
1.5” sides.

Pool Tray MLS12
Tray with cut-away handles, 
featuring a photograph of a 
vintage sign near Yucca, AZ. 
Tray measures 16.5”x 11”, with 
1.5” sides.

Albuquerque Motel Tray 
MLS22
Melamine tray featuring a pho-
tograph of a vintage sign in Al-
buquerque, NM. Tray measures 
19” x 8”. 

In and Out Tray Set MLS04
Pair of melamine trays featuring photographs of roadside signs in 
Wellfleet, MA. Set of two 9.75” x 6.75” trays.  

Drugs Tray MLS17
Small melamine tray featuring a photograph of a vintage sign in 
Tucumcari, NM. Measures  6.5” x 4.5”.

Wash Soap dish MLS10
Small melamine tray featuring a photograph of a vintage sign in 
Boston, MA. 7.125” x 4.375” soap dish.
 
Office Tray MLS15
Small melamine tray featuring a photograph of a vintage sign in Cuba, 
MO. Measures 8” x 5.5”.  

Red Arrows Coaster Set MLS21
Set of four small melamine plates featuring photographs of vintage 
arrow signs taken during a cross-country road trip. 5” square. 
Available in a kraft box on request.

A-Z Coasters MLS08 (A-Z)
Set of twenty-six melamine coasters, 4.5” diameter, featuring 
photographic details of vintage signs. Individual letters may also be 
ordered in multiples of two. 

Melamine is a classic, durable material that is BPA free, food safe and complies 
with the most stringent international food safety standards including the FDA, the 
EEC and their Japanese equivalent. It is suitable for use within the temperature 
range of -30ºC to 120ºC and is dishwasher safe (top shelf recommended) but it is 
not recommended for use in ovens or microwaves. These collectible products are 
sustainable alternatives to disposable paper, plastic or polystyrene plates. 

Melamine Melamine



All our puzzles and their boxes are produced from 100% recycled 
paper in the U.S.A. 550 pieces, completed size is 18” x 24”.

A Vinyl Collection Puzzle PP52 
Featuring the spines of vinyl sleeves from the record collection of 
Martin Yeeles. Photographed by Joe Keller. 

The Mayflower Passengers Puzzle PP51 
This picture is of a community notice board on Commercial Street 
in Provincetown, Massachusetts, the town where the Mayflower 
ship first arrived in 1620. Photography by Michele Yeeles.

Paradise Motel Puzzle PP71 
Featuring photography by Martin Yeeles. Tucumcari, NM.

A Shelfie Puzzle new PP76 
Featuring the spines of a vintage cook book collection. 
Photographed by Joe Keller. 

An Americana Puzzle PP47 
Featuring photography by Richard Schultz. Panama City, Florida. 

A Genuine Rainbow Trout Puzzle PP46 
Featuring photography by Joe Keller. Plymouth Rod and Gun Club 
in Massachusetts.

What’s The Score? Pad PP37
A fifty sheet scorecard pad for board games or playing cards. 
Printed in USA using soy-based inks on paper derived from 
responsibly managed forests. 5” x 10”.

Playing Card Set PP38
Deck of playing cards in a woodblock type style. Packaged in a 
kraft box. Produced in China. 3” x 4.25”.

A-Z Alphabet Memory Game PP39
Set of 54 tiles (2 each of 27) featuring photographic details of 
roadside sign lettering. Two sets of each in a kraft box. Produced 
in China. The tiles are 2.25” x 2.25”.

Games
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Games
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Recipe Index Cards refill new PP81 
Forty 6” x 4” recipe index cards packaged 
in assorted wrap-around vintage sign 
photographic images, six different. Printed 
in USA using soy-based inks on paper 
derived from responsibly managed forests.
Cards: 6” x 4”.
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DiningDining

Recipe Box and Index Cards PP42Hi 
Recipe Index Cards (only) PP41 
Wood box with burnished graphic on the 
lid. Made in USA. Eighty 6” x 4” recipe 
index cards (ten for each section). Printed in 
USA using soy-based inks on paper derived 
from responsibly managed forests.
Cards: 6” x 4”.

Road Trip Placemat Pad PP43 
Twenty-four pages in a tear-off pad, a different image on each 
sheet. Printed in USA using soy-based inks on paper derived from 
responsibly managed forests. 13”x 9.5”.  

Recipe Page Markers PP49
Two hundred and fifty sticky page markers. 
Fifty page markers for each category: 
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Desserts and 
Snacks. Printed in USA by 3M on 30% 
recycled paper. Each pad is 1” x 3”, pack is 
5” x 3”.



Blank sketchbooks, 7”x 5”. Features details of roadside signs, front 
and back design shown. Eighty sheets of blank paper with 30% post 
consumer waste. Printed in Canada. 

Lido Sketchbook PP56 Sign photographed in San Bernardino, CA.
Outpost Sketchbook PP57 Sign photographed in Leytonville, CA.
Cattleman’s Sketchbook PP55 Sign photographed in Amarillo, TX.
Farm Sketchbook PP53 Sign photographed in Wayland, MA.
Robert’s Sketchbook PP54 Sign photographed in Genoa, IL.
Mail Pouch Sketchbook PP45 Barn photographed in Georgetown, OH.

Neon Signs Matchbook Notebooks, 5”x 3”.  
Features photographic details of roadside signs. Sixty sheets of 
perforated lined paper with 30% post consumer waste. Printed in USA.

Wash Lady Matchbook PP60 Sign photographed in Tucumcari, NM. 
Hatchery Matchbook PP64 Sign photographed in Petaluma, CA.
Dude Matchbook PP61 Sign photographed in W. Yellowstone, MT.
Red Arrow Matchbook PP62 Sign photographed in Grants, NM.
Root Beer Matchbook PP59 Sign photographed in Barstow, CA. 
White Star Matchbook PP63 Sign photographed in Boise, ID.

StationeryStationery

Sketchbook, 7”x 5”. Eighty sheets of lined, grid or dotted patterned 
paper with 30% post consumer waste. Printed in Canada. 

Exclamation Sketchbook new PP78
Grid paper in orange. “Note to self” on spine.
Ampersand Sketchbook new PP80
Dotted paper in red. “Stuff & nonsense” on spine. 
Question Mark Sketchbook new PP79
Lined paper in green. “Who, what, where, when, why?” on spine.

Lines Sketchbook new PP73
Lined paper in green.
Dots Sketchbook new PP75
Dotted paper in red. 
Squares Sketchbook new PP77
Grid paper in orange.

List pads, 9”x 4.5”, Fifty-two sheets with 30%  
post consumer waste. Printed in Mexico. 

All You Can Eat Grocery List Pad new PP82
Open 24 Hours Grocery List Pad new PP83
Hi! Let’s Eat Grocery List Pad new PP84

Do Doodle List Pad new PP85
8 Days-A-Week List Pad new PP86
Too Much To Do List Pad new PP87
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8 Days-a-Week Journal J05
Fifty-two spreads. Monday to Sunday plus Someday… Undated with 
half hourly time slots. Wiro-bound with hardback outer cover. Print-
ed in USA using soy-based inks on paper derived from responsibly 
managed forests. 7” x 9.5”.
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Stationery Stationery

8 Days-a-Week Embossed Journal J17
Embossed text on cover. Fifty-two spreads. Monday to Sunday plus 
Someday… Undated with half hourly time slots. Wiro-bound with 
hardback embossed outer cover. Printed in China. 7” x 9.5”.

8 Days-a-Week Planner Pad PP12
Fifty-two sheets. Monday to Sunday plus Someday… Undated with 
half hourly time slots. Printed in USA using soy-based inks on paper 
derived from responsibly managed forests. 17” x 11”.
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The Five Year Plan PP44 
A tear-off pad featuring sixty undated month-to-view pages. The last 
column (Someday…) is perforated. Printed in USA using soy-based 
inks on paper derived from responsibly managed forests. 15” x 11”.



Stationery

Punctuation Page Markers PP11
Two hundred and fifty sticky page markers, fifty 
each of five different designs, packaged in a 
cello bag. Printed in USA by 3M on 30% recycled 
paper. Each pad is 1” x 3”, pack is 5” x 3”.

Stationery

Open Sesame! Password Reminder Book PP25
A handy little book to help you remember important passwords and 
user names. If you prefer not to have all your passwords in one place 
you can just write down a hint to jog your memory. Wiro-bound with 
hard-back outer cover. Printed in USA using soy-based inks on paper 
derived from responsibly managed forests. 3.5” x 6”.

Open Sesame! Keyhole Password Reminder Book PP74
A handy little book to help you remember important passwords and 
user names. If you prefer not to have all your passwords in one place 
you can just write down a hint to jog your memory. Cover has a die-
cut keyhole shape. Wiro-bound with hard back outer cover. Printed 
in China. 3.5” x 6”.
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Bookmark Pad PP04
A pad of twenty-four paper bookmarks, four designs repeat: 
happily ever after, unputdownable, once upon a time and I laughed, 
I cried. Printed in USA using soy-based inks on paper derived from 
responsibly managed forests. 2” x 5”.



Dinosaur Soup Recipe Book PP28
We sent out a call to parents to submit recipes written or dictated by 
their children. We requested that the child should not be corrected 
or advised about any aspect of the recipe, even if measurements, 
temperature or timing was way off - that is what we were hoping for! 
The results were hilarious. This book is a collection of our favorites, 
it is divided into sections: Breakfast; Soups & Salads; Pasta & 
Pizzas; Dinner; Dessert; and Cookies. Illustrations are by Mark S 
Fisher.  Printed in USA using soy-based inks on paper derived from 
responsibly managed forests. 5.5” x 7.5”.
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Kids Kids

Place Mat Coloring Pad PP30
Twenty-six sheets featuring animals A-Z. Illustrations 
by Mark Fisher. Printed in USA using soy-based inks 
on paper derived from responsibly managed forests. 
15” x 11”.

Growth Chart PP40
Measures up to 7 feet high so 
kids can compare their height 
against their siblings and 
adults. Printed in USA using 
soy-based inks on paper derived 
from responsibly managed 
forests. 12” x 72”, package is 
12” x 12”.

A-Z Animal Flashcard Set PP29 
Heavy card stock, packaged in a kraft 
box. Each letter is paired with a detail 
of the animal and the backs of the cards 
show a silhouette of the full animal with an 
interesting fact about its unique feature. 
Illustrations by Mark Fisher. Printed in USA 
using soy-based inks on paper derived from 
responsibly managed forests. 13” x 9.5”.

All You Can Eat Mealtime Set new MLS30
Featuring an illustration of a happy whale 
neon sign in Wildwood, New Jersey. 
Melamine Set includes bowl, cup, spoon 
and plate packaged in a kraft box.

A-Z Animal Book PP31 
FROM ANTEATERS TO ZEBRAS
Wiro bound on heavy card stock. On the 
left hand pages each letter of the alphabet 
is paired with a detail of the animal along 
with the upper and lowercase letters. The 
right hand pages show a silhouette of the full 
animal and an interesting fact about its unique 
feature. 13”x 9.5”. 



THANKS A BUNCH  VB02
Eight thank you cards with orange envelopes, two each of four 
designs. Packaged in a kraft box. Cards are 5.5” x 4.25”.

Greeting Cards: love 

Various and Love cards come 
with matching red, orange or 
silver envelopes.

loves me V09 mushy V10 truly V37 sugar pie V38 sweetness V39 fuzzy V47 half V48 fleas V67 always V69 flattery V71

sexy V70 you love me V72 loves me not V84 not you V89 hubba V100 big kiss V102 big hug V103 heels V107 significant V111 lovey V115

lotta V116 love me do V117 shook up V118 resistance V119 chocolate V122 sunshine V123 you too V124 apple V127 sinker V130 more V132

heart V137 man V153

over half V139 over man V140 over me V141 over heels V142  over chocolate V143    over lovey V144 

Greeting Cards: boxed

(IKEA assembly instruction)
still V162 anyway V158 complete V161 two people V160 handsome V163 feeling V167

new

Greeting Cards: holidays

BOXED HOLIDAY CARDS  
All of our Holiday cards above are available in 
boxed sets of eight with matching envelopes, 
one design per box. Packaged in a kraft box with 
a clear lid. Cards are 7” x 5”.

 
Holiday cards 
come with 
matching red, 
green or silver 
envelopes.

fun X01 gay X03 measure X04 figgy X07 shiny X12 harried X16 rusty X17 new york X19 fa la la X23 pum pum X25

teeth X26 humbug X28 eat, drink X29 lang syne X32 rings X33 xmas X34 tidings X35 goose X36 nutcracker X40 merry little X54

myrrh X41

over fun X42 over humbug X43 over gay X44 over joseph X45 over santa X46       over xmas X47

bob V01 supercali V02 larry V12 gumdrops V77 everything V96 happy V133 celebrate V110 hoorayV56 lobster V15 nobody V76

about V165 spoonful V91 fragile V80 at once V03 ta V20 very much V53 million V78 big thanks V164 voyage V04

dwelling V13 summer V120 for ever V121 poor thing V154 don’t write V155 who what V55 message V138

Greeting Cards: various

shouldn’t V159

snow globe X48 trailer X49 hard hat X50 tilting santa X51 dog & tree X52 waving santa X53

2726

MAKE
THE YULETIDE

GAY
yuletide X55

new

wish V134

BOXED WEDDING CARDS  
The following wedding cards are available in boxed sets of 
eight with matching envelopes, one design per box: Mr. & Mrs.; 
Mister and Mister; Mrs. and Mrs. Packaged in a kraft box with 
a clear lid. Cards are 7” x 5”.
Mr & Mrs V109B
Mrs & Mrs V112B
Mr & Mr V113B

new

new



Kid’s cards come with 
matching red or blue 
envelopes.

Greeting Cards: kids

Greeting Cards: birthdays

Parental Unit cards come with 
matching red or orange envelopes.

Greeting Cards: parental units

coochy V23 sugar V45 slugs V46 baby V49 spanking V75 heir V125

1 already K01 2 already K02 3 already K03 4 already K04 5 already K05 6 already K06 7 already K07 8 already K08 9 already K09 10 already K10

pops V73 best male V98 father V131 figure V135 superior V136mother knows V94all mothers V74 best female V97

sweet 16 B32 forever 21 B37 29 again B04 39 again B05 49 again B06 21 before B07 late thirties B25 late forties B26 ninety nine B4430 something B17

30 ish B08 40 ish B09 50 ish B10 60 ish B34 70 ish B35 80 ish B36 pushing 30 B28 pushing 40 B29 pushing 50 B30 65 plus B46

umpteen B42 big three-oh B38 big four-oh B39 big five-oh B40 belated B20 old once B21 perfection B23 unknown B24 certain B27 younger B31

act your age B41 thought B43 feel B45 returns B53 prosper B55 middle ages B54

over thought B52over feel B51over umpteen B50over certain B49over age B47

Birthday cards come with matching 
red or orange envelopes.

aries Z01
mar 21 - apr 20

taurus Z02
apr 21 - may 21

gemini Z03
may 22 - jun 21

cancer Z04
jun 22 - jul 22

leo Z05
jul 23 - aug 23

virgo Z06
aug 24 - sep 22

libra Z07
sep 23 - oct 22

scorpio Z08
oct 23 - nov 21

sagittarius Z09
nov 22 - dec 21

capricorn Z10
dec 22 - jan 20

aquarius Z11
jan 21 - feb 19

pisces Z12
feb 20 - mar 20

Greeting Cards: weddings

Wedding cards come with 
matching silver or off-
white envelopes.

forward V05 bride V06 borrowed V07 after V82 each other V87 mr & mrs V109 mrs & mrs V112 mr & mr V113white wedding V108

over bride V146 over white V147 over mr & mrs V148 over forward V149 over borrowed V150over after V145

THE
MIDDLE
AGES

LIVE
LONG
& PROSPER
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cherish V151

wife V128 husband V129 mayhem V152 better V156 richer V157 time V166
new



THOMASPAUL®
  m e l a m i n e  c o l l e c t i o n

Thomas Paul Fernez was born and raised 
in New York City. He got his start in the 
fashion industry working at DKNY after 
graduating from New York’s Fashion Institute 
of Technology with a degree in textile design. 
While working as a colorist and designer 
for a silk mill specializing in neckwear and 
scarves, he worked on collections for such 
designers as Bill Blass, Calvin Klein, and 
DKNY. This eventually led to the creation of 
his own neckwear collection and the start of 
the thomaspaul pillow collection, launched in 
2001. Since then the line has steadily expanded 
into other categories including tabletop. The 
ultimate goal being to have products covering 
every aspect of the home, all with thomaspaul 
patterns gracing them.



A-Z Alphabet Trays
TP95 
Set of all 26 trays.
Size: 8” x 5.5”.

Trays by letter:
A Alligator TP96
B Beaver TP97
C Camel TP98
D Dodo TP99
E Elephant TP100
F Fox TP101
G Goldfish TP102
H Horse TP103
I Ibex TP104
J Jaguar TP105
K Kangaroo TP106
L Lion TP107
M Monkey TP108
N Nautilus TP109
O Owl TP110
P Pigeon TP111
Q Quail TP112
R Rabbit TP113
S Squirrel TP114
T Turtle TP115
U Unicorn TP116
V Viper TP117
W Whale TP118
X Kisses TP119
Y Yak TP120
Z Zebra TP121

Alphabet Alphabet
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geometric tray set
TP122
Boxed set of four nesting trays.
Large: 11.25” x 8”
Medium: 9.75” x 6.75”
Small: 8” x 5.5”
Extra Small: 6.5” x 4.5”

Geometric Geometric
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VineyardVineyard

vineyard side plates TP87
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.

vineyard coaster dishes TP88
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter.

vineyard dinner plates TP86
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

vineyard lobster tray TP76
12.75” x 10.25” tray.

vineyard large moby tray TP75
14.5” x 11.75” tray.

vineyard large bowl new TP127
4 elements wrap around the bowl. 

11.25” diameter x 4.75” high.

vineyard set of 4 small bowls new TP128
All 4 elements wrap around each bowl.

6.5” diameter x 2.75” high.

vineyard oversize tray new TP125
11.75” x 27” vineyard vessel new TP126

Two views shown, front and back. 10” x 7.875” 
Versatile container that could be used as an ice 

bucket, wastebasket or handy storage bin.
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MetamorphosisMetamorphosis

metamorphosis oversize tray TP89
11.75” x 27”.

metamorphosis vessel TP90
Two views shown, 10” x 7.875”.

Versatile container that could be used as an ice bucket,  
wastebasket or handy storage bin.

metamorphosis side plates TP80
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.

metamorphosis coaster dishes TP81
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter. 

metamorphosis dinner plates TP79
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

metamorphosis round tray TP83
14” diameter.

metamorphosis oval tray TP82
14.5” x 11.75” diameter tray.

metamorphosis large bowl new T134
4 elements wrap around the bowl. 

11.25” diameter x 4.75” high.

metamorphosis set of 4 small bowls new TP135
All 4 elements wrap around each bowl.

6.5” diameter x 2.75” high.
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Amalfi Amalfi

Set includes bowl, cup, spoon and plate packaged in a kraft box.
amalfi kids set aqua/green TP84 amalfi kids set pink/orange TP85

crab 11” plate

7472 U

282 U

seahorse 11” plate

606 U

282 U

goldfish 11” dinner plate

717 U

282 U

Lobster 11” plate

282 U

1797 U

488 U

Lobster 9” plate

282 U

1797 U

488 U

crab 9” plate

7472 U

282 U

seahorse 9” plate

606 U

282 U

goldfish 9” side plate

717 U

282 U

amalfi side plates TP73
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.

OCTOPUS COASTER

282 U

7472 U

OCTOPUS COASTER

282 U

717 U

OCTOPUS COASTER

282 U

1797 U

OCTOPUS COASTER

282 U

606 U

amalfi coaster dishes TP74
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter.

amalfi dinner plates TP72
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

Lobster small oval platter

282 U

1797 U

488 U

amalfi lobster tray TP71
12.75” x 10.25” tray.

amalfi octopus tray TP69
14” diameter.

amalfi whale tray TP70
14.5” x 11.75” diameter tray.
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Scrimshaw Scrimshaw

scrimshaw whale tray set TP48
Set of two trays, each measures 13.25” x 9.125”.

scrimshaw large bowl new TP129
All 4 elements wrap around the bowl. 

11.25” diameter x 4.75” high.

scrimshaw vessel TP94
Front and back views shown, 
10” x 7.875”. Versatile container  
that could be used as an ice bucket, 
wastebasket or handy storage bin.

scrimshaw side plates TP37
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.

scrimshaw dinner plates TP35
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

scrimshaw coaster dishes TP34
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter. 

scrimshaw set of 4 small bowls new TP130
All 4 elements wrap around each bowl.

6.5” diameter x 2.75” high.
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scrimshaw oversize tray TP93
11.75” x 27”.

scrimshaw whale tray TP36
14.5” x 11.75” tray.

scrimshaw octopus bowl TP53
11” diameter x 4.75” high.



Ranchero

476U

7502U

9” side plate
704U385U

476U

7502U

9” side plate718U

476U

7502U

9” side plate

476U

7502U

9” side plate
302U

11” plate
302U

11” plate
718U

11” plate
385U

11” plate
704U

coaster

385Ucoaster

302Ucoaster

718U coaster

704U

ranchero side plates TP67
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.

ranchero coaster dishes TP68
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter.

ranchero dinner plates TP66
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

718U

7502U

476U
CROP LINE (DO NOT PRINT)

ground color of mold

ranchero tray TP65
14.5” x 11.75” diameter tray.

ranchero oversize tray TP91
11.75” x 27”.

Ranchero

ranchero vessel TP92
Two views shown, 10” x 7.875”.

Versatile container that could be used as an ice bucket,  
wastebasket or handy storage bin.

ranchero large bowl new TP136
4 elements wrap around the bowl. 

11.25” diameter x 4.75” high.

ranchero set of 4 small bowls new TP137
All 4 elements wrap around each bowl.

6.5” diameter x 2.75” high.
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Sealife

sealife dinner plates TP19
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

sealife coaster dishes TP21
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter.

sealife starfish tray TP59
14” diameter tray with cut-away 

handles and 1.5” sides.

sealife round turtle tray TP18
14” diameter tray.

sealife side plates TP20
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.
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Sealife

LOBSTER SMALL BOWL  RED

MATCH TO CURRENT SEA LIFE SET

sealife oversize tray new TP131
11.75” x 27”

sealife large bowl new T132
4 elements wrap around the bowl. 

11.25” diameter x 4.75” high.

sealife set of 4 small bowls new TP133
All 4 elements wrap around each bowl in the same color as each other, 

with 4 different colors in the set. 6.5” diameter x 2.75” high.

sealife lobster tray TP60
14.5” x 11.75” tray.



Maritime

maritime tray set TP43
Set of three, each measures 13.25” x 9.125”.

maritime dinner plates TP45
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

maritime side plates TP44
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.

maritime coaster dishes TP46
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter.

maritime octopus tray TP49
12.75” x 10.25” tray.

Ornithology

ornithology dinner plates TP39
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

ornithology coaster dishes TP38
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter.

ornithology side plates TP41
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.

ornithology tray TP40
14.5” x 11.75” diameter.
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aqua TP50 rose TP51 kiwi TP52

zodiac coaster dishes TPZ (set of all 12, 1 of each design) 4.5” diameter.

taurus TPZ02
Apr 21 - May 21

aries TPZ01
Mar 21 - Apr 20

scorpio TPZ08
Oct 23 - Nov 21

libra TPZ07
Sep 23 - Oct 22

sagittarius TPZ09
Nov 22 - Dec 21

gemini TPZ03
May 22 - Jun 21

cancer TPZ04
Jun 22 - Jul 22

leo TPZ05
Jul 23 - Aug 23

virgo TPZ06
Aug 24 - Sep 22

capricorn TPZ10
Dec 22 - Jan 20

aquarius TPZ11
Jan 21 - Feb 19

pisces TPZ12
Feb 20 - Mar 20

Kids mealtime set includes bowl, cup, spoon and plate packaged in a kraft box.

Bunny

ZodiacBazaar

bazaar giraffe tray set TP54
Set of three, each measures 13.25” x 9.125”.

crop linesmall oval tray
214 U
7538 U
476 U

bazaar side plates TP55
Set of four side plates, 9” diameter.

bazaar coaster dishes TP57
Set of four coaster dishes, 4.5” diameter.

bazaar dinner plates TP56
Set of four dinner plates, 11” diameter.

bazaar elephant tray TP58
12.75” x 10.25”.
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The designs of Lotta 
Jansdotter transcend 

modern Scandinavian 
style with a distinctive 

and recognizable 
symmetry. Her instinct 

for color, texture 
and line make her 

timeless, sophisticated 
patterns unlike those 
of any other designer. 
Lotta’s work is derived 

from the imprint of 
the natural world 

she absorbed during 
her childhood on the 
island of Åland. From 
the milky blue of the 
glacial seawater to 

the soft green heather 
of the Arctic tundra, 
Lotta’s connection to 

the colors and shapes 
of Scandinavia is 

unmistakable in her 
design work.
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Tea Towels
100% natural cotton, 18”x25”.
Trassel Tea Towel LJ032
Lina Tea Towel LJ033
Ruta Tea Towel LJ035
Moira Tea Towel LJ034

All of the Lotta fabric products are 100% natural cotton and are made in India. 
The aprons have two front pockets. 

Trassel Apron LJ036 Lina Apron LJ037 Ruta Apron LJ038

Cotton Collection
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Trassel Oven Glove 
LJ040 

Ruta Oven Glove 
LJ042

Lina Oven Glove 
LJ041

Trassel Pot Holder 
LJ044

Ruta Pot Holder 
LJ046

Lina Pot Holder 
LJ045

Cotton Collection
Trassel Lina Moira Ruta



Trassel Lina Moira Ruta Cotton Collection
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Cotton Collection

Coasters
Set of four, 100% natural cotton, double-sided, 4”x 4”.
Trassel Coasters LJ020
Lina Coasters LJ021
Moira Coasters LJ022
Ruta Coasters LJ023
Assorted Coasters  
(one of each design) LJ039

Napkins
Set of four, 100% natural cotton, 20”x 20”.
Trassel Napkins LJ028
Lina Napkins LJ029
Moira Napkins LJ030
Ruta Napkins LJ031
Assorted Napkins 
(one of each design) LJ047

Placemats
Set of four, 100% natural cotton, double-sided, 14”x18”.
Trassel Placemats LJ024
Lina Placemats LJ025
Moira Placemats LJ026
Ruta Placemats LJ027
Assorted Placemats 
(one of each design) LJ043



Kid’s Mealtime Sets
Three different designs. Set include a bowl, cup, sippy cup, spoon 
and plate packaged in a kraft box.
Grunda Mealtime Set (orange) LJ014
Pav Mealtime Set (celery) LJ015
Trapp Mealtime Set (teal) LJ016

Kid’s bib and burp cloth sets
100% natural cotton, soft flannel on the reverse side. Made in India.
Grunda Bib and Burp Set new LJ049
Pav Bib and Burp Set new LJ050
Trapp Bib and Burp Set new LJ048

Kid’s Collection
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Kid’s Collection
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2.

Serving Platters
Two designs. Size is 14.5” x 11.75”. 
1. Moira Mono Platter new LJ051
2. Abo Mono Platter new LJ052

1. 2.

Monochrome Melamine Collection
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Monochrome Melamine Collection
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Four Small Bowl Set
Four different designs. Size is 7.5” x 7” by 2.25” high. 
Available in a kraft box by request.
Small Bowl Mono Set new LJ058

Four Large Tumbler Set
Four different designs. Tumbler size is 6” high,  
by 3.25” in diameter. Available in a kraft box by request.
Large Tumbler Mono Set new LJ059

Four Small Tumbler Set
Four different designs. Tumbler size is 4.25” high,  
by 3” in diameter. Available in a kraft box by request.
Small Tumbler Set new LJ060

1.

Serving Bowls
Two designs. Size is 12.75” x 11.75” by 4.35” high. 
1. Redig Mono Serving Bowl new LJ056
2. Vida Mono Serving Bowl new LJ057

Two Tray Set
Set of two different designs. Larger tray size is 13.25” x 9”, the 
smaller tray is 11.25” x 8”. Available in a kraft box by request.
Two Tray Mono Set new LJ053

Three Tray Set
Set of three different designs. Larger tray size is 9.75” x 6.75”, the 
middle tray is 8” x 5.5” and the smaller tray is 6.5” x 4.5”. Available 
in a kraft box by request.
Three Tray Mono Set new LJ054

Vida Mono Serving Bowl LJ057

Set of four small plates
Set of four different designs.  
9.5” x by 7.75”. Available in a 
kraft box by request.
Four Plate Mono Set new LJ055

Set of four large plates
Set of four different designs.  
11.125” x by 9”. Available in a 
kraft box by request.
Four Large Plate Mono Set  
new LJ061



Set of four small plates
Set of four different designs.  
9.5” x by 7.75”. Available in a 
kraft box by request.
Four Plate Color Set LJ008

Set of four large plates
Set of four different designs.  
11.125” x by 9”. Available in a 
kraft box by request.
Four Large Plate Color Set  
new LJ062

2.

Serving Platters
Two designs. Size is 14.5” x 11.75”. 
1. Moira Serving Platter LJ006
2. Abo Serving Platter LJ007

1. 2.

Melamine Color Collection
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Melamine Color Collection
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Set of four small bowls
Four different designs. Size is 7.5” x 7” by 2.25” high. 
Available in a kraft box by request.
Small Bowl Set LJ005 

Set of four large tumblers
Four different designs. Tumbler size is 6” high,  
by 3.25” in diameter. Available in a kraft box by request.
Large Tumbler Set LJT009

Set of four small tumblers
Four different designs. Tumbler size is 4.25” high,  
by 3” in diameter. Available in a kraft box by request.
Small Tumbler Set LJT010

1.

Serving Bowls
Two designs. Size is 12.75” x 11.75” by 4.35” high. 
1. Redig Serving Bowl LJ003
2. Vida Serving Bowl LJ004

Two Tray Set
Set of two different designs. Larger tray size is 13.25” x 9”, the 
smaller tray is 11.25” x 8”. Available in a kraft box by request.
Two Tray Set LJ011

Three Tray Set
Set of three different designs. Larger tray size is 9.75” x 6.75”, the 
middle tray is 8” x 5.5” and the smaller tray is 6.5” x 4.5”. Available 
in a kraft box by request.
Three Tray Set LJ012



“Good design is for everyone.”
                             Russel Wright



large tumbler RW717W
small tumbler RW715W
cup & saucer RW700W
sugar bowl RW712W
creamer RW711W
creamer & sugar RW719W *
covered soup bowl RW716W *
fruit bowl RW707W
bread & butter plate RW705W
salad plate RW704W
dinner plate RW703W
single place setting: includes dinner 
plate, salad plate, bread & butter 
plate and fruit bowl RW718W *
covered vegetable bowl RW713W *
divided vegetable bowl RW714W
large platter RW710W

Bone Collection
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Russel Wright’s method of 
design came from the belief 
that the table was the center 
of the home. Designing in 
layers from there outwards, 
he created tableware 
to larger furniture, 

architecture to landscaping, all according 
to his concept of easy, informal living. It was 
through his immensely popular and widely 
distributed housewares and furnishings that 
he revolutionized the way Americans lived and 
organized their homes in the mid-20th century.

The original Residential collection was 
introduced in 1953 as Russel’s first melamine 
dinnerware for domestic use. It won the Good 
Design Award from the Museum of Modern 
Art and went on to become the best-selling 
melamine dinnerware in the country. 

*The following items are available in a signature kraft box by 
request: creamer & sugar; covered soup bowl; single place 
setting; and the covered vegetable bowl. 



*The following items are available in a signature kraft box by 
request: creamer & sugar; covered soup bowl; single place 
setting; and the covered vegetable bowl. 

large tumbler RW717A
small tumbler RW715A
cup & saucer RW700A
sugar bowl RW712A
creamer RW711A
creamer & sugar RW719A*

covered soup bowl RW716A*

fruit bowl RW707A
bread & butter plate RW705A
salad plate RW704A
dinner plate RW703A
single place setting: includes dinner 
plate, salad plate, bread & butter 
plate and fruit bowl RW718A*

covered vegetable bowl RW713A*

divided vegetable bowl RW714A
large platter RW710A

Aqua Collection

  His products are designed 
“to have and to hold”.

Russel Wright really thought 
about how products functioned 
and how they felt in your hands. 
He designed them for what he 
referred to as “easier living”. 

You will notice that the the soft 
contours make the products 
comfortable to hold. They nest 
into your hands. The way they are 
designed also takes into account 
how the weight is distributed 
as you hold them - almost to 
the point that they become an 
extension of yourself.

Ergonomics

6968



Collaborating with his wife Mary Wright (the team’s marketing genius and 
his partner in conceiving their “easier living” philosophy) Russel showed 
his designs and ideas in exhibitions, books, articles, advertisements, radio 
interviews, and demonstration rooms in department stores. 

In all these enterprises, Russel and Mary converted his name and signature 
into a recognizable trademark on a par with major manufacturers. 

They invented lifestyle marketing centered on a compelling persona, 
paving the way for personality-driven lifestyle empires such as Martha 
Stewart and Ralph Lauren.  

large tumbler RW717L
small tumbler RW715L
cup & saucer RW700L
sugar bowl RW712L
creamer RW711L
creamer & sugar RW719L*

covered soup bowl RW716L*

fruit bowl RW707L
bread & butter plate RW705L
salad plate RW704L
dinner plate RW703L
single place setting: includes dinner 
plate, salad plate, bread & butter 
plate and fruit bowl RW718L*

covered vegetable bowl RW713L*

divided vegetable bowl RW714L
large platter RW710L

Lemon Collection The Russel Wright signature

The original Martha?

7170

*The following items are available in a signature kraft box by 
request: creamer & sugar; covered soup bowl; single place 
setting; and the covered vegetable bowl. 
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large tumbler RW717K
small tumbler RW715K
cup & saucer RW700K
sugar bowl RW712K
creamer RW711K
creamer & sugar RW719K *
covered soup bowl RW716K *
fruit bowl RW707K
bread & butter plate RW705K
salad plate RW704K
dinner plate RW703K
single place setting: includes dinner 
plate, salad plate, bread & butter 
plate and fruit bowl RW718K *
covered vegetable bowl RW713K *
divided vegetable bowl RW714K
large platter RW710K

Black Collection

Melamine is a classic, durable material that is BPA free, food safe and complies with the most stringent international food safety standards including the FDA, the EEC and 
their Japanese equivalent. It is suitable for use within the temperature range of -30ºC to 120ºC and is dishwasher safe (top shelf recommended) but it is not recommended 
for use in ovens or microwaves. These collectible products are sustainable alternatives to disposable paper, plastic or polystyrene plates.  

Black is the new black. 
According to his daughter, Annie, the black collection was Russel’s favorite 
and the set that he would use when entertaining at Manitoga, the name he 
gave to the site of his home and studio in upstate New York.

In 1942, he purchased this 75-acre property at the site of an abandoned 
quarry. Over the next three decades, he diverted streams, moved rocks, 
thinned trees, and opened up vistas of the river and surrounding mountains.

He built the home and studio (christened “Dragon Rock” by Annie) into the 
side of the quarry, with views of a pond that resulted when the stream was 
diverted to make a 30-foot waterfall. Inside Dragon Rock, Wright intertwined 
nature and design through elements that included a staircase crafted from 
boulders, tree limbs used as uprights, and natural elements incorporated into 
wall coverings and other surfaces. Before his death, Wright opened Manitoga 
to the public. 

www.russelwrightcenter.org

*The following items are available in a signature kraft box by 
request: creamer & sugar; covered soup bowl; single place 
setting; and the covered vegetable bowl. 



Bob’s Your Uncle Support Material

BOB’S
YOUR
UNCLE

The Bob’s Your Uncle 
“Road Trip” collection was 
inspired by a cross-country 
road trip by owners Michele 
and Martin with Aimee, 
their Jack Russell Terrier. 
They covered 9,117 miles 
and visited 22 states over 5 
weeks, photographing  
old neon signs along the 
way.
 

BOB’S
YOUR
UNCLE

Distributed by Bob’s Your Uncle.

Shelf-talker
Postcards in an acrylic stand. A lifestyle image on the 
front and a biography on the reverse side.

Thomaspaul Support Material & Gift Boxes

THOMASPAUL®
  m e l a m i n e  c o l l e c t i o n

New York City born and 
raised, designer Thomas 
Fernez, the man behind 
the brand Thomaspaul, is 
inspired by vintage fabrics  
and classic design motifs 
from different periods in 
design. He updates them for 
today with bold patterns, 
reduced colors and details, 
reinterpreted in a fun and 
modern way. 

THOMASPAUL®
  m e l a m i n e  c o l l e c t i o n

Distributed by Bob’s Your Uncle.

Images & Brand Support PDF book 
High resolution lifestyle and silhouette product shots 
are available on request.

Packaging 
Kraft boxes are available for the following products 
on request:

 side plate set
 dinner plate set

BOB’S
YOUR
UNCLE

BYU puzzle postcard POP01 BYU bag postcard POP02 BYU tray postcard POP03

Shelf-talkers
Postcards in an acrylic stand. A choice of three 
different lifestyle images, with a biography on the 
reverse side.

TP melamine postcard POP06
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Images & Brand Support PDF book 
High resolution lifestyle and silhouette product shots 
are available on request.



Shelf-talkers
Postcards in an acrylic stand. A choice of two different 
lifestyle images, with a biography on the reverse side.

Lotta Jansdotter Support Material & Gift Boxes

Swedish-born, Brooklyn-
based designer Lotta 
Anderson, the woman behind 
the line Lotta Jansdotter, is 
beloved for her Scandinavian 
style and DIY sensibility. Her 
organic motifs would look as 
at home in a seaside cottage as 
they would in an urban condo.

Distributed by Bob’s Your Uncle.

Packaging 
Kraft boxes with Lotta logo on the lid are available for 
the following products:

 three tray set
 two tray set
 small plate set
 small bowl set
 large tumbler set
 small tumbler set

Images & Brand Support PDF Book 
High resolution lifestyle and silhouette product shots 
are available on request. A profile and biography of 
Lotta are also available in digital form.

Shelf-talker
Postcards in an acrylic stand. A lifestyle image on the 
front and a biography on the reverse side.

russelwrightresidential.com

“Good design is for everyone.”
                             Russel Wright

The Residential melamine 
dinnerware collection by 
Russel Wright, originally 
introduced in 1953, has  
now been re-issued.

Russel Wright’s method of
design came from the belief 
that the table was the center 
of the home. Through his 
popular housewares and 
furnishings he revolutionized 
the way Americans lived and 
organized their homes in the 
mid-20th century.“Good design is 

for everyone.”

Russel Wright Residential Support Material & Gift Boxes

This item is from the Residential melamine 
dinnerware collection by pioneer industrial 
designer, Russel Wright. Originally introduced 
in 1953, this is an authentic re-issue in 
partnership with the estate of Russel Wright.

Russel Wright’s method of design came from 
the belief that the table was the center of the 
home. Through his popular housewares and 
furnishings he revolutionized the way 
Americans lived and organized their homes  
in the mid-20th century.

“Good design is for everyone.”
                             Russel Wright

Business card 
Inserted in the kraft boxes. “Good design is for 
everyone” on one side, an authenticity statement on 
the reverse. 

Packaging 
Kraft boxes with wrap-around signature logo are 
available for the following products:

 creamer & sugar
 covered soup bowl
 covered vegetable bowl
 divided vegetable bowl

Images & Brand Support pdf book 
High resolution lifestyle and silhouette product shots are available on request.  
A profile and biography of Russel Wright are also available in digital form.

Lotta melamine postcard POP05 Lotta textile postcard POP04 Russel Wright postcard POP07
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We have worked with the following companies to design and produce 
custom items and whole ranges of private label goods:

Crate & Barrel
fourTwelve, Rockland, ME
International Center of Photography, New York
Life is good
Mark Tetro for Macys
National Archives Museum, Washington DC
Pottery Barn
Santa Monica Museum of Modern Art
Shelter Home, Asbury Park, NJ
Urban Outfitters Europe
Utilities, Provincetown, MA
West Elm

Please contact us if you are interested in any custom, private label, 
graphic design or branding work:

Michele Yeeles
Bob’s Your Uncle
25 Channel Center Street, Unit 101
Boston, MA 02210

michele@bobsyouruncle.com
Phone: 617 670 3782
Fax: 617 670 3789

Custom products, licensing & private label

NYC Taxi melamine tray, Mark Tetro for Macys.
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Bob’s Your Uncle
25 Channel Center Street, unit 101
Boston, MA 02210
USA

Telephone 617 670 3782
Fax 617 670 3789
info@bobsyouruncle.com

bobsyouruncle.com
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